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Now You Know 
Chazal tell us, “Hakol holech achar 
harosh,” everything goes after the 
beginning. That is why so much 

emphasis is placed on how we begin 
the new year. 

They also say that “Hakol nigrar 
achar hasof,” everything is drawn 
after the end. What does this mean 
and how do we reconcile the two? 

Ideally, one should start out the year, 
and even each day, correctly, with the 
intention to serve G-d and be better 

than he was the day before. That will 
set the tone for the rest of the year. 
But what if that didn’t happen? 

If one manages to finish properly, all 
the previous days are considered to 
be part of that wholesomeness. 

Imagine an actor who repeatedly flubs 
his lines. Finally, he gets it right and 
the director yells, “Cut!” It has been 
recorded for posterity that the actor 
achieved what he set out to do. 

We, too, have the opportunity to live 
each day as a “do-over,” another 
chance to get it right. 

We are now at the final week of the 
year. How you behave this Thursday, 

this Shabbos, or this Tuesday, can 
make up for all the less-than-perfect 
days in the past year. 

Let’s make sure we use this 
opportunity to end this year on a 

high, and start the new one on the 
right foot, so we can push that 
success forward into the coming year! 

Thought of the week: 

Never forget that you are 
unique in this world; just 
like everyone else. ☺ 

(AY-U:UK OYRBD) „...ÊH TYRBB VRBEL ...VMYM BAWw DE VYCE BUXM ...OKLK OWYH OYBCN OTA‰  
“You are all standing here today… from your woodchoppers to your water 
drawers… to bring you into a covenant with G-d...”(Devarim 29:9-11) 

As the end of his life approached, Moshe gathers the Jews and lets them know that they 
each have a portion in the Torah. Men, women, children – each plays an important role. 
Whether a sage or a woodchopper, every person was included in the covenant with 
HaShem. And yet, the wording seems odd. 

If Moshe wanted to convey the fact that everyone was included, he should have said, 
“From your judges and elders to your woodchoppers and water carriers.” But he didn’t. 
First, he grouped the leaders of the nation. “The heads, the tribes, the judges, every man of 
Israel.” Then he mentioned children and women, and finally the foreigners, “from the 
woodchoppers to the water drawers.” There doesn’t seem to be such a range between the 
two so why use the terms, “from and to”? 

Some commentaries explain that the woodcutters were male slaves, while the water was 
drawn by female slaves. That might explain part of it, but there’s a deeper backstory. The 
Gemara in Yevamos (79a) tells us that the people referred to here were Canaanites who 
came to convert, just as they came to Yehoshua later on. However, Moshe was not fooled 
and knew who they were. He decreed that they be assigned the laborious tasks of cutting 
wood and drawing water. They were singled out, therefore, because this group was not a 
regular part of the Jewish People. 

However, since it was prior to the entry into the land of Israel, such converts were allowed. 
If so, why did Moshe give them these jobs? We suggest it was to teach them, and us, an 
important lesson in being a Jew. 

We know that converts were not accepted at the time of King Shlomo because being a Jew 
meant living a life of comfort and peace. Those who would come at that time would not 
sincerely believe in HaShem, but were coming for their own ulterior motives. 

This, then, was the message Moshe wanted to send. If you wish to convert and become 
part of Klal Yisrael, understand that even if you are relegated to the position of 
woodchopper, or even the more lowly position of water drawer, it is a huge step up. The 
lowest of the low of the Nation of G-d, are more fortunate than the wealthiest and most 
powerful of the other nations. This is because this life is measured on a completely different 
scale than simply a life of physicality. 

Therefore, even going from being a woodchopper to a water carrier was a world of 
difference because each Jew has a part to play. It’s not a lowly job; on the contrary, it is 
something crucial to the existence of the Jewish People. No matter what your station in life, 
it is there that G-d put you to achieve something. THIS is the essence of being a Jew. 

The musician ties his bow tie, puts on his tuxedo jacket, and then looks in the mirror to make 
sure everything is in place.  Satisfied, he drives to the theater and takes his seat in the 
orchestra.  His eyes glued to the conductor, he turns pages of music throughout the 
performance, while he plays nary a note.  He sits and he waits. 

One hour passes, then another. Finally, the last moments of the concert are upon them.  
Reaching into his case he lifts up his instrument.  Excited and alert, he watches as the 
conductor approaches the final notes of the performance. At the last moment, he rises and 
claps together his cymbals a single time for the finale.  The audience applauds.  The musician 
smiles to himself, satisfied that he has played his part; smaller than the others’ perhaps, but no 
less important.  
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Mazel Tov to long-time readers 

Hillel and Shana Halton  

of Passaic, NJ  

on the birth of a baby boy! 
Tizku L’gadlo L’Torah, l’chupa, 

u’l’maasim tovim and to his bris at 
the right time.  

May you have much Yiddishe nachas 
from your whole family! 

Need extra credit before 

the high holidays? 
Print, e-mail, and share Migdal 
Ohr with others.  You’ll be glad 

you did.   
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